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Abstract - The widespread use of network requires specialized professionals to  
deal with issues related to network management, hardware failure, system 
administration as well as maintenance. Yet, professionals with the required 
expertise are difficult to find, leading to problems such as increasing maintenance 
cost, poor network performance as well as users' work performance. This paper 
presents the first phase of an on-going expert system project that aimed to support 
the network administrator in troubleshooting the network hardware problems. 
Knowledge engineering method is used to  guide the development process; 
knowledge is acquired from one network experts using traditional interviewing 
method. The knowledge acquired from the source is presented in a graphical form 
such as cognitive map and flowcharts. The system is expected can be executed in a 
PDA device to ease the administrator during troubleshooting the network problems. 
This on-going research is currently under synchronizing the user interface to  fit in 
the PDA mobile devices. 
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Fig. 9. Flowcharts of the ~den t~ fy lng  modem problem 
Several inference rules are derived from the f low charts. Theoretically, this proposed 
system applies forward chaining t o  determined solution for network hardware problem. 
Fig. 10 shows a sample the inference rule for hub problem identification 
Fig. 10 illustrates the final knowledge in a form of IF-THEN-ELSE t o  indicate the 
symptom and action should be taken. This production rules will be used as a guidelines 
during implementations. An inference engine and knowledge based is design based on the 
knowledge as in  Fig. 10 and determines the strategy whether is forward or ba,ckward 
chaining strategies. 



















IF power OFF 
THEN i con~compu te r~ne twork~a t~PC~no t~b l i nk  
Rule 7 
IF Pin-RJ-45-connector-disconnected 





Rule 4 Rule 9 
IF network-disable IF overload-network 
OR i c o n ~ c o m p u t e r ~ n e t w o r k ~ a t ~ P C ~ n o t ~ b l i n k  THEN LED-light-always ON 
THEN NIC-Card-damage 
Fig. 10. a sample the inference rule for hub problem identification 
To date, the system we developed relies heavily on the inputs provided by the 
network administrator. The system executes in a web-based environment, however, the 
current prototype i s  under improvement as we are synchronizing interfaces for portable 
devices such as PDA or mobile phone t o  make it accessible for network administrator during 
fixing the network problem. For future research, we will automate the way inputs are 
provided into the system by integrating it with specific network troubleshooting device so 
that the troubleshooting process can be performed automatically. 
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